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The Upper-Intermediate level brought right up-to-date, with new topics, new features, and a revised syllabus which all aid real progress.
New Headway English Course takes the successful Headway series into an exciting new era. It introduces new features to challenge adult
and young adult students and ensure that learning English is interesting and motivating. The course combines the best of traditional methods
with more recent approaches, to help students use English both accurately and fluently. Learners at the upper-intermediate level require a
different approach. It is no longer appropriate to examine language items in isolation. In New Headway Upper-intermediate, grammatical
areas are treated in greater depth so that students begin to perceive the systems that underlie the language. This new upper-intermediate
course provides around 120 hours of language learning. It follows on from New Headway Intermediate, and together with Headway
Elementary, Headway Pre-intermediate, and Headway Advanced, provides a fully comprehensive language teaching series. Key features: •
New, universal topics selected from a wide variety of sources, including authentic listening texts. • In-depth treatment of grammar: Each unit
starts with a Test your grammar section, followed by Language in context, where students work out rules through Grammar questions. The
Practice Bank provides a choice of wide-ranging exercises and the Grammar Reference gives detailed rules of form and use. • The grammar
of spoken English is examined, with work on areas such as being polite, linking and commenting adverbs, exaggeration and understatement,
and lexis in discourse. • Thorough skills syllabus: All four skills are developed systematically and integrated through related tasks. • Welldefined lexical syllabus with work on systems such as collocation, binomials, homonyms, and compounds. • Pronunciation practice is
integrated at appropriate points throughout the units. • Everyday English is practised in the Postscript section. In addition to the Student's
Book, there is a Teacher's Book with extra photocopiable activities, two Class Cassettes, a Workbook, and an optional Workbook Cassette.
This level is supplemented by Headway Upper-intermediate Video and New Headway Upper-intermediate Pronunciation.
Trusted worldwide. Inspired by you. Updated with new texts, topics and themes, Headway fifth edition provides fresh and relevant English
instruction that is tailored to your students' needs.NEW TO THIS EDITIONTeach practical, real life English that is relevant to your students'
lives with new topics and themes grounded in today's realityBring unit topics to life with the new unit opener page which includes inspiring
photographs and accompanying video introductions, to engage students with the topicDownload and adapt material for your students with the
Teacher's Resource Centre which provides all your Headway resources, stored in one placeOnline practice enables students to revisit
activities from previous lessons, do extra skills practice, and check their progress with instant feedback.Find out more here
Integrated-skills syllabus and a clear grammar focus Everyday English in every unit Music of English feature - for stress and intonation
Spoken English - for informal phrases in speech 12 units Tapescripts, grammar reference, extra material, and phonetic symbols

Headway is for students who want to use English accurately and fluently, and to communicate with ease in both social and
everyday situatiuons. This latest addition to the Headway family offers the beginner and false beginner all the best features of the
Headway package plus the newer features of `Everyday English' sections, an integrated vocabulary syllabus, and revision and selfaccess sections after every four units.
The listening and reading texts are drawn from a range of authentic sources. An in-depth treatment of grammar enables students
to work out grammatical rules and helps them achieve greater accuracy through a better understanding of how language works.
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There is a thorough skills syllabus, with all four skills systematically developed and integrated through related tasks. There is
extensive work on vocabulary, with particular emphasis on the most frequently used verbs, phrasal verbs, idioms, and compounds.
Integrated pronunciation practice is provided throughout. 'Postcript' sections provide an opportunity to practise everyday English in
situations (such as airports and hotels), or survival areas (such as telephones and directions). There is a particular focus on the
grammar of spoken English. The topics - including homelessness, pre-nuptial agreements, and the effects of tourism - have all
been chosen to appeal to adults and young adults.
A new edition with a modified syllabus and extensive new material.
The first ever 4th edition from the world's most trusted course - New Headway Upper-Intermediate, completely rewritten and
packed with new material.
Complete English language syllabus for the absolute or near beginner Step-by-step approach for steady progression Real-world speaking
skills - Everyday English, Spoken English, Music of English Clear, fresh design includes plenty of photos and illustrations Full teacher support
- resources, photocopiables, tests and more - in print and online Workbook Audio CD included in this pack
The world's best-selling English course - a perfectly-balanced syllabus with a strong grammar focus, and full support at all six
levels.Headway's trusted methodology combines solid grammar and practice, vocabulary development, and integrated skills with
communicative role-plays and personalization.Authentic material from a variety of sources enables students to see new language in context,
and a range of comprehension tasks, language and vocabulary exercises, and extension activities practise the four skills. "Everyday English"
and "Spoken grammar" sections practise real-world speakingskills, and a writing section for each unit at the back of the book provides models
for students to analyse and imitate.Workbook audio available at a
href="https://elt.oup.com/student/headway/?cc=gbandselLanguage=en"www.oup.com/elt/headway/a.
New Headway Pre-Intermediate is an English course for young adult and adult ESOL learners. The topics focus on everyday home and work
life. This set comes with: a student's book, workbook with key, class audio CDs.
Notes with hints, suggestions, and 'possible problems' feature Photocopiable activities for every unit Teacher's Resource Disc communicative activities, tests, grammar reference, word lists, tapescripts and audio

The Elementary edition brought right up-to-date, with new topics and new features. The Workbook, Teacher's Book,
Teacher's Resource Book, Audio CD, and CD-ROM have all been revised.
Aimed at absolute beginners, this title provides a measured, step-by-step approach that aims to build both skills and
confidence. It contains a mix of language work and many practice material that helps learners to consolidate their
knowledge of key points before proceeding further. The vocabulary syllabus focuses on high-frequency survival terms.
Clear focus on grammar Balanced, integrated-skills syllabus Real-world speaking skills - Everyday English, Spoken
English, Music of English Full teacher support - resources, photocopiables, tests and more - in print and online Hot words
and Hot verbs present and practise vital collocations
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New Headway Beginner is aimed at absolute beginners, or those who have learned a little English but lack the
confidence to build on it. It provides a solid foundation for New Headway Elementary. Its measured, step-by-step
approach builds both skills and confidence. The right mix of language work and plentiful practice material enables
learners to consolidate their knowledge of key points before proceeding further. The clearly defined grammatical syllabus
includes past, present and future time and provides a thorough basis on which to build. The presentation of new
language is gradual, methodical and clearly structured, giving learners a clear sense of progression. The vocabulary
syllabus focuses on high-frequency survival terms and avoids overload. The gradual introduction of simple skills work
with manageable communicative activities give learners a sense of achievement. 'Everyday English' practises social
expressions in common situations and shows how learners can apply their knowledge in practical ways.
Photocopiable worksheets for every unit Full notes Warm-up and extension activities
Expanding vital core grammar in exploratory Language Focus sections, this title includes texts from a variety of sources
that aim to provide the rich vocabulary input that learners need at this level. The 'Music of English' and 'Spoken English'
sections, highlight stress intonation patterns and focus on features of informal spoken English.
A new edition with a revised syllabus and completely new material.
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